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Introduction
The electrocardiogram (ECG) is an important evidence to examine the patients threatened by fatal cardiac arrhythmias or heart attacks, so the computer-aided recognizing of ECG, including different features such as P wave, QRS complex, T wave and so on(see Figure 1 .), is a significant task [1] . As a primary part, QRS detection has been extensively studied during last four decades. There are many signal-lead methods such as PanTompkins (moving window and adaptive thresholds) method [2] , Wavelet Transforms method [3] , Shannon energy envelope method [4] and others in reference [5] . Figure 1 . Standard fiducial points in the ECG(P,Q,R,S, T, and U) together with clinical features in ECG [1] Although these methods based on single lead have acquired reasonable performance with MIT-BIH [6] , for satisfying clinical application in multi-lead ECG system, the QRS detection performance (accuracy or stable) still need to be improved. One reason is that faced with low amplitude R-peaks or low signal-to-noise-ratio (S/N), single lead detection methods may show poor accuracy. Moreover, the high S/N ratio is not always held on the same lead. We have no way to predict whether the detecting lead is appropriate. Another reason is that most of clinical instruments generate ECG with more leads synchronously, for example, MIT-BIH is two leads ECG system (most of them are II and V1), and CCDD [7] is 12 leads system (I, II, III, aVR, aVL, aVF, V1~V6). A reasonable idea is to improve QRS detecting accuracy by combining other leads
In fact, there are some multi-lead detection algorithms. Reference [8] proposed a two-lead detection For improving QRS detection accuracy of single lead algorithms in multi-lead electrocardiogram (ECG), based on two-lead bi-referring, a new approach is introduced. As we know, there is much bursting noise in ECG and when it occurs in the detecting lead, it may decrease the accuracy of single lead QRS detecting algorithms. Meanwhile, in clinic, most of ECG is multi-lead, for example the famous MIT-BIH ECG database (MIT-BIH) is two leads system. So, in multi-lead system, it needs to be investigated how to improve existing QRS detection algorithms which are designed only with one lead ECG. In this paper, the final QRS positions are selected from the detection results of the cleanest lead which has least bursting noise and most regular r-peaks. It had been tested in MIT-BIH and Chinese cardiovascular disease database (CCDD) with four single lead algorithms and the results showed that it could improve their accuracy.
method, in which the two leads raw ECG signals are transformed and analyzed by continuous wavelet transform(CWT), wavelet entropy analysis(WS), and time evolution of continuous wavelet entropy(TCWS), followed by an automated threshold to determinate the final QRS positions of the ECG. Reference [9] In this paper, for improving existing detection algorithms in two or more leads ECG system, we proposed an approach(less noise lead approach: LNLA). The key principle of LNLA is to select the least noise one among leads, and take its detection results as the final QRS positions. With this approach, the accuracy of four single lead detection methods are all improved with MIT-BIH and CCDD.
In the following of this paper, section 2 mainly describes the basic principle and details of LNLA; section 3 introduces the four single lead methods and the experiment on MIT-BIH and CCDD, and the conclusions are given in section 4.
LNLA approach

Basic principle
As well known, existing QRS detection algorithms can perform perfectly when the original ECG is noise-free or with little noise. So in order to improve the accuracy of a detection method, attentions should be paid to the noise in ECG. Furthermore, clinically, there is much bursting noise in only one lead as demonstrated in Figure 2 where ECG signals have been "buried" by noise in lead II however barely noise is found in lead V1. Hence, it is a meaningful way to select the cleanest one among the leads to improve the existing algorithms designed only on one lead ECG. Normally, the false-R location in only one lead will result in abnormal RR durations (or heart beat rate, HR) or/and amplitudes of R-peaks changing dramatically. In Figure 2 , the R-peaks detected falsely (not shown in the figure) in lead II have lower amplitudes than normal one. In Figure 3 , the missing R-peaks in lead II cause a long RR duration (very low HR). In short, LNLA analyses the R amplitudes, noise amplitudes, and HR information, and selects the cleanest, most steady one as the final "winner" lead, and outputs its QRS positions as the ultimate detection result. For example, in the condition as Figure 2 and Figure 3 , LNLA will select V1 as the winner lead, and output the detection result in V1 as final QRS positions.
Details of LNLA
The overview of LNLA with two leads situation is shown in Figure 4 . Each lead of ECG separately flows to QRS Detection modules, off-the-shelf single lead detectors, and Band-pass Filter modules whose frequencies stop at 5-18Hz. The outputs of the two QRS Detection modules are the candidate R positions. The final position is directly selected from the two outputs by the Switcher. Each Noise Extracting module, after QRS Detection and Band-pass Filter modules, extracts the information related to S/N around the R-peaks in each lead, such as the R amplitudes, the maximum noise amplitudes, and the RR durations and so on. The program of this module is shown in Figure 5 , and an additional explanation in Figure 6 .
In Noise Extracting module, the amplitude of an Rpeak indicates the maximum difference between peaks and valleys in the zone of +/-200ms around the R-peak (i.e. RP to RV in Figure 6 ), and noise amplitude is the maximum difference that is not around the R-peak (NP to NV in Figure 6 ). The two types of amplitudes in a whole lead then are represented as three features shown in Figure 5 : median R-peak amplitude (mr), ratio of the maximum R amplitude to the minimum (rm), and median ratio of R amplitude to noise (rn). These features with mean heart bear rate (hr) are then inputted into Noise Judging module (see Figure 4 ) to select the "winner" lead. The control flow graph of Noise Judging module is shown in Figure 7 , where there are a series of comparison. Firstly, if two hr of two leads differ greatly, then the lead whose hr is in normal range (45~130BPM) is selected. Then it defines same function: if the features ratio (i.e. f1/f2) is between (2/3, 3/2), then the two features are considered as the same. After then, different decisions are made on different condition of mr, rm, and rn. The thresholds 1.7 and 2/3 in Figure 7 are acquired by experiences and experiments, which are used for judging whether two features are the same or not.
At last, the output of Noise Judging module is the index number of the lead which has the least noise, most steady R amplitudes and most normal RR durations. And, as the controlling signal of Switcher module, this output determines the Switcher to select the QRS positions in the selected lead as final detection result.
Although only two leads are shown in Figure 4 , LNLA can be easily extended to multi-lead (more than 2) ECG system as following: select ( select (a,b),select(c,d) ), i.e. first select A from lead a and b, and select B from lead c and d; and last select the final winner from A and B. 
Experiment
LNLA is evaluated in two ECG databases with four single lead algorithms. This section firstly introduces the two databases and four algorithms, and then gives the experiment results.
Databases
The proposed approach has been implemented in Matlab and tested in two ECG databases: MIT-BIH and CCDD. MIT-BIH[6] contains 48 half-hour two-lead ECG recordings sampled at 360Hz with 11-bit resolution over a 10mV range[6], while CCDD [7] contains 251 10-second, 12-lead recordings sampled at 500Hz with 16-bit resolution over a 300mV range from 251 different people. The total signal quality in CCDD is better than that in MIT-BIH because the whole process of acquiring ECG in CCDD was guaranteed by experts, while, in MIT-BIH, the patients were required to stay at a place for half hour having more possibility to move body and affect the acquired ECG. For examples, in CCDD, there is scarcely bursting muscle noise or baseline dramatically drifting as Figure 2 and Figure 3 taken from MIT-BIH. Therefore, as shown in the test results, almost all of detection algorithms can get a higher accuracy in CCDD than in MIT-BIH.
In our experiment, each record in MIT-BIH has been segmented into 90 sections of 20-second data. The reason is that, in long duration ECG, there is much bursting noise distributing in all leads that it is difficult to select a lead without bursting noise. With only 20-second data, as in CCDD, it is seldom that two bursting noises appear in different leads, therefore LNLA approach can detect the effect of bursting noise and select the lead without bursting noise as the winner.
The comparison is done as:
"bxb -r name -a atr myatr -f 1 -t 0 -s result.txt". 'bxb' is the comparison program from MIT-BIH, and the above means that the first seconds' data are skipped and the comparison ends when the end of either annotation file is reached.
In addition, in order to simplify the experiment, CCDD has been transferred into 360Hz format as MIT-BIH. Because the formats of the two databases are the same, the four algorithms, LNLA approach and the testing process need not be adjusted.
QRS detection Algorithms
There are four single lead detection algorithms tested in the experiment: ourPT (our implementation of PT method [2] ), PUWave (our transplantation from Fortran language to C++ language of the Puwave program in MIT-BIH), ourMani ( our implementation of Mani method [4] ), and a simple and real-time QRS detection algorithm, which has been implemented in a STM32F103VCT6 MCU with only 64KB memory, 72MHz maximum frequency [13] . This MCU not only detects and shows heart beat rate, but also, at the same time, samples the patient's ECG, body temperature, 3D acceleration, and breathing information and then sends out these values by Bluetooth. Without the search-back procedure and window data buffer as PT method [2] , this simple method is efficient concerning time and memory usage. Figure 8 shows the detail of this simple method. Table 1 and Table 2 respectively show the experiments results of the four detection algorithms in MIT-BIH and CCDD. From the detection results, four quantitative results are calculated: true-positive (TP, not shown in the tables) when an R-peak is correctly detected by the algorithm, false-negative (FN) when an R-peak is missed, false-positive (FP) when a noise spike is detected as Rpeak and the total number of the R-peaks (TotalBeats = TP +FN). To evaluate the performance of every algorithm and LNLA approach, the total false detection is calculated as FN+FP and the total accuracy as following:
Experiments Result
The TotalBeats are different among these algorithms because the comparison program bxb might skip the first and last QRS in some conditions. In the above two tables, II+V1 indicates the detection result with LNLA approach on II and V1 leads (for MIT-BIH, it indicates all leads), and II or V1 indicates the result in that lead without LNLA. Long II lead shows the test result of algorithms without segmenting ECG to 20-second sections in MIT-BIH.
As we can see, because the signal quality of lead II is better than that of lead V1, the detection accuracy of algorithms in lead II is better than that in lead V1. However, the accuracy of these algorithms with LNLA approach is higher than that without LNLA whether on lead II or V1. Therefore, LNLA really improved the accuracy of algorithms, especially in CCDD, which has little system noise.
Conclusion
In this paper, for improving QRS detection accuracy, an approach based on multi leads is presented. By analyzing the ratios of HR, R-peak amplitudes, and noise amplitudes among these leads, our approach can select an optimal one as operating lead and run detecting algorithm on this lead. The proposed has shown improved performance with four single-lead detection algorithms.
In some situation, the R-peak in lead II is too low to satisfy the basic amplitude threshold in some algorithms, or because of very low signal amplitudes, the S/N drops to a so low level that the algorithms easily make mistakes. In these conditions, LNLA can improve these algorithms by other leads signals and keep the detection steady.
Although the proposed approach can improve algorithms' accuracy, many issues are to be improved. For examples, the final R-peak positions can come from the merged detection result of leads rather than from the selecting result and the judgment to select a lead can run for every R-peak rather than only for whole leads.
Above all, the proposed approach can be of much help to single lead QRS detection algorithms to improve their detection accuracy in multi-lead ECG system.
